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Best run and shoot playbook madden 19

There might be a ton of varied offensive games to choose from while playing Madden 20, but there are those that offer better pass (and often running) then play the rest. In this madden 20 offensive playbooks guide, we'll be compiling a list of the best Madden 20 offensive playbooks throughout the game, so you always know which playbooks to rely on. Offensive Playbooks In the
table below, we'll be first highlighting some of the best offensive playbooks in Madden 20. We'll give you a brief summary of why the best of the best are, focusing on particularly impressive plays, before going into deeper detail on each offensive playbook below this guide. Team PlaybookStrengthsNoteworthy PlaysArizona CardinalsShotgun FormationCluster Bunch, Mesh Post,
Verticals, Bunch TrailAtlanta FalconsShotgun FormationAtlanta Bunch, Atlanta Sail, Bunch Trail, PA WR InOakland RaidersVaried, Multiple FormationHB Power O, Trips TE, BunchCardinals Playbook The Arizona Cardinals playbook could only be the best offensive playbook in Madden 20. Formations that center around the Cluster in the Shotgun band can give the receivers a few
crazy paths for separation down the field. Below, we highlight some of the best pieces of the Cardinals card game, and explain why they are so great. Four Vertical (Singleback Wing Flex Close) - Motion the receiver on the outside very left, and you want to snap the ball just before it finishes its movement out. If the defensive back assigned back offs, throw the ball immediately, but
if it is the man cover, throw a lob at the receiver when you cut the corner pass. Vertical (Shotgun Cluster HB Str) - Put the receiver on the left in a sloping path, and move the receiver to the right very further to the edge. Throw a passing bullet when the receiver on the right cuts upfield, or if the defensive back is a little too close to him, throw a pass lob when he makes the cut
upfield. Mesh Post - (Shotgun Cluster HB Str) – Put the slot receiver on the right in a streak path, and put the receiver closer to you on a route to the edge. Throw either to the receiver on the right when you cut to the edge, or a lob passes to the receiver on a streak path. Bunch Trail (Shotgun Bunch Quads) - Always based as never is the Trail game from the formation of the
Bunch. Check the ball up to the tight inner end when cutting upfield, or a bullet passes to any of the receivers on the right when they cut away from their defenders. The Cardinal's verticals play. | Hirun Cryer/USG, EAFalcons Playbook A close competitor for the best playbook passes in Madden 20 comes from the Atlanta Falcons. This offensive playbook goes particularly heavy on
shotgun formations, featuring Bunch, Eagle Trips and other lethal formations. Even down, I've gathered some of the best pieces from the entire card game. Atlanta Bunch (Shotgun Bunch) - Put the outer receiver on the right on a streak streak trail draws attention to safety. This should give the middle receiver which cuts to the outside some large separation and room once they
have cut to the outside. Atlanta Sail (Shotgun Bunch) - Put the slot receiver on the right on a right to the edge that will pull down any defensive back playing a blue area. You can now hit the R1 receiver when they either cut inside, or out. PA WR In (Shotgun Eagle Trips) - Put the inner slot receiver on a streak trail to attract safety attention. When the outer receiver enters, he throws
a bullet right in front of them. WR Cross (Shotgun Tight Flex) - Experiment with this. Move running back to the right, and snap the ball just before it's finished moving, to try and get the jump on their defensive rear guard. Atlanta Sail plays. | Hirun Cryer/USG, EARaiders Playbook If you're looking for a varied offensive playbook in Madden 20 that can blend seamlessly between
running and switching, then look no further than Oakland Raiders playbook. There are a ton of different formations in the Raiders playbook, such as Singleback, Weak, I Form, and Shotgun. Below, you can find some of our choices for the best plays throughout the game book. HB Power O (Singleback Wing Tight U) - This is a very powerful running game with a left guard coming
over to lead the path to run back on the right. Jet Sweep (Singleback Wing Tight U) - This sweep jet game can be truly deadly if your opponent is playing defense cover, and features running back on a lead of the wrong direction from the backfield. HB Toss (I Form Close) – A fantastic run game for cutting to the outside is this HB Toss, which pulls round a single guard from the
middle on top of a fullback leading the way for your RB. Four Vertical (Shotgun Tight Slots HB Wk) - Always a great pass option are the four vertical routes, but especially here because you can move any of the slot receivers to the outside, and snap the ball before they are set so they get a step on their defensive back. As a free service to our passionate community, we are posting
every Madden 20 playbook, so you can view your favorite playbooks, even when you are away from XBOX One or PlayStation 4.The Complete Pistol, Balanced, Run N Gun, Run And Shoot, Run Balanced, Run Heavy, Spread, and West Coast playbooks for Madden 20 can be seen below. Videos scroll through each formation and every piece of the playbooks. Feel free to start
and stop the video if you want to spend more time watching a particular game or training. The videos go in the order in which the formations are found. That is usually in the following order: Singleback, I-Form, Strong, Weak, Pistol, Shotgun, Wildcat, Goalline. Click forward or backward in your videos, depending on which Madden NFL 20 formations you're most interested in. See
All Madden 20 PlaybooksMadden 20 Pistol PlaybookMadden 20 Balanced PlaybookMadden 20 Run N Gun PlaybookMadden 20 Run And PlaybookMadden 20 Run Balanced PlaybookMadden 20 Run Heavy PlaybookMadden 19 Spread PlaybookMadden 20 West Coast PlaybookIf you like free tips, strategies, and services Madden School offers, you will love Madden School
Unlimited. Get every Madden 20 ebook that we release for the entire year and start dominating today! Be sure to follow us on Twitter, Facebook, and YouTube for the latest Madden 20 tips and news. I have a team running the Run and Shoot scheme, and a second team running the Spread scheme. Looking through all the playbooks none of them specifically state are for any of
these offenses. I read that the Patriots playbook is best to pass, but the description says it is west coast based. What playing cards should I use? 10-30-2018, 05:47 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Apr 2014 Run and Shoot Guide Hey everyone, we put together a Run and Shoot Guide based on trying to actually emulate and learn from real Run and Shoot and not just hey here is some
money play, would be the most guides to this playbook the usual do. I know back in the day there used to be a decent amount of content about air raid and run and shoot on these boards. So I look forward to seeing what you have to say about what we put together. If you are interested in this and want to continue discussing this crime I run a facebook group called Run and Shoot
101. Check it out: BTG, Raider_Ren, tg88forHOF and 14 others like this. Ads - Register to remove 10-30-2018, 06:26 Pro OVR: 4 Join Date: Sep 2004 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Philosopher0 Hey everyone, we put together a Run and Shoot Guide based on trying to actually emulate and learn from the real Run and Shoot and not just hey here is some money
play, as most guides for this playbook usually don't. I know back in the day there used to be a decent amount of content about air raid and run and shoot on these boards. So I look forward to seeing what you have to say about what we put together. If you are interested in this and want to continue discussing this crime I run a facebook group called Run and Shoot 101. Check it out:
This is one of the most beautiful things I've ever seen put together on Madden for a playbook breakdown... Great job man Raider_Ren, StefJoeHalt and Philosopher0 like this. 10-31-2018, 10:35 MVP OVR: 0 Join Date: Sep 2013 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Good Things. Do you have or recommend a game card? 10-31-2018, 02:49 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Sep 2018 Re: Run and
Shoot Guide I was just about to ask if anyone else has this playbook! First of all: huge props for you for this write-up. It's really phenomenal! I use the generic Run and Shoot playbook when I play games, but I only play about half of the games a year. Because the MFF don't allow you to choose generic playbooks like your coach's book, I had to lead to the nearest I could find,
based on the number of plays in the gun/shotgun. Playbook I am useful for my games simmed is Indy: did you come across a playbook that would work better / have some RNS playing in it? Also: The way back on THE 2014 FCAA Football, I ran a variation of the RNS called Shootbone, which there is an excellent writing for on Scribd. Anyway, in the writing of Ligerborn (the
author) pre-read his option routes. Have you noticed if option routes are run (mostly) correctly in Madden, or not usually pre-read (hot route) ones as well? FreeBobbyShmurda and Philosopher0 like this. Last edited by J.hunt1376; 10-31-2018 at 15:54. Reason: Props; Another question 11-01-2018, 10:19 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Apr 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Original Guide
Posted by J.hunt1376 I use generic Run and Shoot playbook when playing games, but I only play about half the games per year. Since the MFF does not allow you to choose generic playbooks as your coach's book, I had to lead to the nearest I could find, based on the number of plays in the gun/shotgun. Playbook I am useful for my games simmed is Indy: did you come across a
playbook that would work better / have some RNS playing in it? Well, no playbook has RnS playing in it, but Run and Shoot playbook. So yes Indy is a good one... if we have to. I mainly play in the full CFM leagues, so do not play cpu a ton, but I know it can be a grind to play all 16 games per season vs CPU... can just play offense for all 16 instead, or go into games you're simming
and supersim them... Idk. For me Slot WR #2 is my stud WR ... I wouldn't want to SIM games if its production is given to a TE... especially when I usually only have 2 cheap TE blocking on the payroll. Originally posted by J.hunt1376 Also: The Way Back on THE 2014 FCAA Football, I ran a variation of the RNS called Shootbone, which there is an excellent write for on Scribd. Yes
Flexbone and RnS both have a lot of overlap, especially in the 70s and again at Georgetown University under Red Faught. What it's not calling Shootbone is something similar to the fact that the Georgetown version probably pulls. Originally posted by J.hunt1376 Anyway, in writing-up Ligerborn (author) pre-reads his option routes. Have you noticed if option routes are run (mostly)
correctly in Madden, or not usually pre-read (hot route) ones as well? As for option routes. They always run the correct option versus the leverage displayed. i.e., if you go into practice mode and slide call vs. 3-4 weird - Tampa 2. The 3 option routes will always make the same choices each time. However, if the hot route both areas sink to some short areas, they will not, or Hot
route all short areas to deep areas ... or if you man up all the areas below... option routes do not respond to the playback call, they respond to several other tracks of the would be what safes do, there's a middle hook area, things like that. Choice path, for example, vs cover 0 ... Let's say a random 3-4 odd cover 0 play with 3 lbs blitzing and 3 lineman. If the hb remains in to lock,
the lb attributed to the man on it falls into a robbery area. If the thief area is there the route of choice will run a fade. If you put the HB on a crossing route... a right swing or something. then that LB follows him down and there is no way looter. Now the Choice route runs short/slanted post. Option routes always run the right routes. The only hot routes I run are listed in the middle
column where I list my automatic adjustments to play... who are there moreso to make play in the game reflects the real moreso RnS plays, not to pre-read routeoptions. The only routeI have hot route based on coverage really is on the slide vs. an obvious man's defense (discovered by movement), the balloon should convert to a route in. and also vs man, I'm more than likely
going to put wr backside in trips on a slanted cover vs off man or a fade vs. man release coverage. Other than the 2, though... and what's listed under the adjustments, I don't route hot at all. Ads - Register to remove 11-01-2018, 10:20 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by timhere1970 Good Things. Do you have or recommend a
game card? Run and Shoot playbook that comes with the game is the only one that can be used. Madden removed RnS from being included in custom playbooks starting with Madden 18 I think. 11-01-2018, 10:38 MVP OVR: 0 Join Date: Sep 2013 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Original Posted by Philosed0 The Run and Shoot playbook that comes with the game is the only that can
be used. Madden removed RnS from being included in custom playbooks starting with Madden 18 I think. That sucks, constt dumbing down to make the game noob friendly is irritating. I'll give it a try, but since I sim most of my games becomes a nuisance. 11-01-2018, 11:25 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Dates: Sep 2018 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Original Posted by tishere1970 That
sucks, constlurk down to make the game noob friendly is irritating. I'll give it a try, but since I sim most of my games becomes a nuisance. I haven't tried it yet, but Philo suggested you just go into games to choose your playbook and then supersim at the end of the games. I would imagine it would have the same result, but I don't know for sure. I'll try when I get home tonight. All
times are GMT -4. The time is 9:49. Page 2 11-01-2018, 01:09 Rookie OVR: 3 Join Date: Jul 2012 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Original Posted by Philosand0 Hey everyone, we put together a Run and Shoot Guide based on trying to actually emulate and learn from real Run Shoot and not just hey here is some money play, would be most guides for this playbook usually not. I know
back in the day didn't used to be a decent amount of content about Air raid and run and shoot on these boards. So I look forward to seeing what you have to say about what we put together. If you are interested in this and want to continue discussing this crime I run a facebook group called Run and Shoot 101. Check it out: amazing work sir! Can you also make a spread guide like
this? Or are you mainly profiting in Run and Shoot Offence only? I suppose just throw in more RO because this game does not support the game RPO yet ... 11-01-2018, 01:46 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by leathraneck34 Amazing thing sir! Can you also make a spread guide like this? Or are you mainly profiting in Run and
Shoot Offence only? I suppose just throw in more RO because this game does not support the game RPO yet ... I could do an air raid like this... Spread is just so broken in this game (no RPOs, a few real options playing from spread sets, etc.) to run a good Rich Rodriguez or Urban Meyer Style Spread team. Essentially, you're mostly forced to join 11 people. 11-01-2018, 02:20
MVP OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2012 Location: Chicago Posts: 3205 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Wow. Honestly, I would never do a crime of running away and filming. But the coverage breakdowns you made are so good and a good read, no matter what type of offense you run. ___________________ PSN: Dalton1985 Steam: Failure to communicate ads - Sign up to remove 11-01-
2018, 3:18 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by underdog13 Wow. Honestly, I would never do a crime of running away and filming. But the coverage breakdowns you made are so good and a good read, no matter what type of offense you run. Thank! Just curious, why didn't you ever try to run it? 11-01-2018, 04:58 MVP OVR: 0 Join
Date: April 2012 Location: Chicago Posts: 3205 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Philosoph0 Thanks! Just curious, why didn't you ever try to run it? My qualification level at QB is more of a Senior HS QB. I try to limit the field to half when I throw the ball. Also, the less I throw the ball, the less chance I have to throw a pick lol. In my 2018 season as Broncos Statistics
QB: (338/575), 3,836 yds, 58.8%, 18 TD, 26 INT, 6.5 YPC, 239.75 YPG, 84 Sacks Which was between Keenum and Lynch. Granted that was my first season and I improved because of just getting used to the game. We'll see you guys do this next year. Added some guys to O-Line and WR. I also enjoy the power back and higher WR, which don't really go with the scheme.
_________________PSN: Dalton1985 Steam: Failure to communicate 11-01-2018, 05:35 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Underdog13 My Qualification Level at QB is more of a Senior HS QB. I try to limit the field to half when I throw the ball. Also, the less I throw the ball, the less chance I have. Chances. to throw a pick lol. In my
2018 season as Broncos Statistics QB: (338/575), 3,836 yds, 58.8%, 18 TD, 26 INT, 6.5 YPC, 239.75 YPG, 84 Sacks Which was between Keenum and Lynch. Granted that was my first season and I improved because of just getting used to the game. We'll see you guys do this next year. Added some guys to O-Line and WR. I also enjoy the power back and higher WR, which
don't really go with the scheme. Power backs can definitely go with the scheme. Its either Barry Sanders or Earl Campbell types who do well in Run N Shoot... It's in between guys who don't work as well. Haze88 and underdog13 like this. 11-02-2018, 06:42 Hall of Fame OVR: 33 Join Date: Aug 2006 Posts: 10,075 Re: Run and Shoot Guide This is amazing. As someone whose
formative years as a football fan fell in the late 1980s and early 1990s, it is wonderful to see a breakdown like this that makes RNS legible in the world of Madden. I have fond memories of watching the Oilers and Falcons of that era and the Bills variant. I wish more Madden content, especially on YouTube, were of this variety. NYKia31 has some great RNS material out there, if you
don't already know. He's a big fan of both RNS and Tampa 2. Again, bravo! JoshC1977 and Philosopher0 like this. Ads - Register to remove 11-02-2018, 08:27 Rookie OVR: 6 Join Date: Aug 2002 Location: Bay Area, CA Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Philosoph0 Hey everyone, we put together a Run and Shoot Guide based on trying to actually emulate and learn
from the real Run and Shoot and not just hey here is some money games, as most guides for this usual playbook do not. I know back in the day there used to be a decent amount of content about air raid and run and shoot on these boards. So I look forward to seeing what you have to say about what we put together. If you are interested in this and want to continue discussing this
crime I run a facebook group called Run and Shoot 101. Check it out: Well, done! my friend. For those who don't know, the Philosopher has been a student shoot for a long time and addressing this guide is definitely the SIM way to run the system. He used a lot of real-world information and sources to build this compendium and his own expertise. Believe me, he knows the crime
and is a great source for others who want to teach him. _________________ PSN: Snake_Eyes_925 All hours are GMT -4. The time is 9:49. Page 3 11-02-2018, 08:32 Rookie OVR: 6 Join Date: Aug 2002 Location: Bay Area, CA Re: Run and Shoot Guide Also for those who see this thread... this is another reason she needs to expand on the custom playbook feature. Generic
PBs such as R&amp;S, WCO are not editable in any way, and the pieces in those books are not accessible for new custom PBs when you create them. This is extremely frustrating and how much people complain about small things, would be the colors of socks and jersey ornaments.. is something that should be changed. There is no excuse for this, despite excuses about disk
space Redneck Black, StefJoeHalt, FreeBobbyShmurda and 5 others like this. _________________ PSN: Snake_Eyes_925 Last edited by SnakeEyez; 11-02-2018 at 08:39. 11-02-2018, 09:32 Hall Of Fame OVR: 33 Join Date: Aug 2006 Posts: 10,075 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by SnakeEyez Also for those who see this thread ... this is another reason she
needs to expand on the custom playbook feature. Generic PBs such as R&amp;S, WCO, etc. are not editable in any way, and the pieces in those books are not accessible for new custom PBs when you create them. This is extremely frustrating and given how much people complain about small things, such as the colors of socks and jersey ornaments.. is something that should be
changed. There is no excuse for this, despite the apology about disk space Agree! As someone whose first offensive love was the Bill Walsh system, I'm also a little bitter that they pulled out the split-back Pro set entirely. It doesn't feel good having near and far, but not Pro. It's too much of a niche interest, I think, to garner serious attention, but I'd love to see it done! Redneck
Black, Haze88, Philosopher0 and 3 others like this. 11-02-2018, 11:47 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: January 2016 Re: Run and Shoot Guide What is the difference between run 'n' shoot and run and weapon playbooks in Madden 19? Since there is no air raid playbook, is any of these closer to the air raid than the other? Or is there another Madden playbook that best emulates air
raid? 11-02-2018, 11:53 Pro OVR: 4 Join Date: Sep 2004 Re: Run and Shoot Original Guide Posted by ijumpedthegun What is the difference between run 'n' shoot and run and gun playbooks in Madden 19? Since there is no air raid playbook, is any of these closer to the air raid than the other? Or is there another Madden playbook that best emulates air raid? Nor does it
reproduce airraid... I created one on PS4, which is uploaded on madden share, which is pretty close to what you're going to get, not including RPOs... 11-02-2018, 12:48 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Jan 2016 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Original Posted by xSABOx Nor reproduce airraid... I created one on PS4, which is uploaded on madden share, which is pretty close to what you're
going to get, not including RPOs... Oh, man, that would be amazing. Can I find that on the PC version of Madden sharing? Ads - Register to remove 11-02-2018, 01:07 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Initial by ijumpedthegun What is the difference between run 'n' shoot and run and gun playbooks in Madden 19? Run N Gun is a generic playbook that
has a lot of interesting plays. I can't remember where the playbook came from Run N Shoot playbook is essentially the SMU Playbook from the NCAA ported on to Madden as 5 or 6 years ago and not updated since then. Run and Shoot is 4 wide only. Run N Gun has more options and is more varied. Originally posted by ijumpedthegun Since there is no air raid playbook, is either
one of these closer to the air raid than the other? Or is there another Madden playbook that best emulates air raid? In fact, I just finished this guide to run Raid Air out of the Run N Gun Playbook actually. It's not perfect. He's right a custom playbook would be better, especially because a few concepts aren't in this playbook as much as I'd like... but The Run N Gun playbook has a
few plays not found in creating a playbook, so for me it's worth dealing with it in the Run N Gun configuration. What I like most about it is that it sticks to The X and Y being on the scrimmage line. Here you go: jayb_270, FreeBobbyShmurda, SnakeEyez and 2 others like this. Last edited by Philosopher0; 11-02-2018 at 01:10 PM. 04-15-2020, 05:22 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Sep
2018 Re: Run and Shoot Guide I'm not sure how dead this thread is, but I was wondering how much of the RNS playbook everyone is using. In the philosophical guide, it seems that he remains only without spread and trips, and then auditions to the other for movements. Is that how everyone else reads it? 04-20-2020, 05:14 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2018 Re: Run and Shoot
Guide Originally Posted by SnakeEyez Also for those who see this thread ... this is another reason she needs to expand on the custom playbook feature. Generic PBs such as R&amp;S, WCO, etc. are not editable in any way, and the pieces in those books are not accessible for new custom PBs when you create them. This is extremely frustrating and given how much people
complain about small things, such as the colors of socks and jersey ornaments.. is something that should be changed. There is no excuse for this, despite the excuses about disk space yes. I'm not sure what the logic was behind changing this to begin with. It doesn't make much sense. The time is 9:49. Page 4 04-22-2020, 02:50 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2019 Re: Run and
Shoot Original Guide Posted by J.hunt1376 Also: Way back on THE NBAA Football 2014, I ran a variant of the RNS called Shootbone, which there is an excellent write for on Scribd. Anyway, in the writing of Ligerborn (the author) pre-read his option routes. Thanks for the cry, it's been a long time since I made this guide. Here is a quick starter playbook I made over at Madden
Focus as a starter shoot. looking for binders for ligerborn. o I don't have enough posts to post the link here. You can create Go, Choice (4 Vertical) and Slide (PA Bubble Y Over) from it using some Routing and movement. Gun Y Slot HB Wk both play, plus a pretty decent run game and RPO game. Gun Spread has less play and rpo, but it gives you the ability to run Switch. to la to
run this pretty much you have to have a QB with conductor and Hot Route Master. or Conductor and #1 YOUR WR have one of the Hot Trail skills. Always until you speak Shoot or Air Raid. I basically do Air Raid 2.0 or SMU with June Jones and Hal Mumme as HC and OC. Cheers shooter135 and SonOfEd like this. Ads - Register to remove 04-23-2020, 01:28 Rookie OVR: 0 Join
Date: Jul 2018 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Ligerborn Thanks for the cry, it's been a long time since I made this guide. Here is a quick starter playbook I made over at Madden Focus as a starter shoot. looking for binders for ligerborn. o I don't have enough posts to post the link here. You can create Go, Choice (4 Vertical) and Slide (PA Bubble Y Over) from it
using some Hot Routing and Motion. Gun Y Slot HB Wk both play, plus a pretty decent run game and RPO game. Gun Spread has less play and rpo, but it gives you the ability to run Switch. for me to run this pretty much you have to have a QB with conductor and Hot Route Master. or Conductor and #1 YOUR WR have one of the Hot Trail skills. Always until you speak Shoot or
Air Raid. I basically do Air Raid 2.0 or SMU with June Jones and Hal Mumme as HC and OC. Awesome luck to see you post, follow your stuff for years. Still play INGAA 14 using your offense. 04-23-2020, 12:41 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2019 Re: Run and Shoot Guide hey Shooter, Cool to hear, I hope you're doing well through these times. I still played quite often, but my
360 finally bit of dust, so i thought I would bite the bullet and get a new console and I got lucky in a friend got a new PS4, so I bought the old one on the cheap. The change to madden was interesting to say the least. I had rotated to a hybrid Shoot Raid offense in THE 14TH, so they were working on getting a defined and reliable playbook in the M20. I haven't posted because I
haven't seen many threads on creating crimes or implementing crimes that aren't NFL criminal stock. But I don't check the forum at least a few times a week. I think I need to get my post count up so I can post the weblinks. 04-23-2020, 01:56 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Jul 2018 Re: Run and Shoot Original Guide Posted by Ligerborn hey Shooter, Cool to hear, I hope you're doing
well through these times. I still played quite often, but my 360 finally bit of dust, so i thought I would bite the bullet and get a new console and I got lucky in a friend got a new PS4, so I bought the old one on the cheap. The change to madden was interesting to say the least. I had rotated to a hybrid Shoot Raid offense in THE 14TH, so they were working on getting a defined and
reliable playbook in the M20. I didn't post because I didn't see many threads the creation of crimes or the implementation of offences that are not NFL criminal stock. But I don't check the forum at least a few times a week. I think I need to get my post count up so I can post the weblinks. I tried to make the switch to Madden, but without. Without. to customize the R&amp;S book
was difficult and I usually just go back to the NCAA. 04-23-2020, 02:09 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2019 Re: Run and Shoot Guide I understand your frustration. I put a starting card on to Madden Focus just search binders for my name. as soon as I can get my post number here I can put links here. I'm also working on a Raid n Shoot book. The basics of my Shootbone offence
still hold in Madden, well shoot aspects that is. If you have a PS4 I could put the starter shooter and Raid n Shoot cards there as well. As long as there is interest I am all about sharing. 04-23-2020, 02:20 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Jul 2018 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Ligerborn I understand your frustration. I put a starting card on to Madden Focus just search
binders for my name. as soon as I can get my post number here I can put links here. I'm also working on a Raid n Shoot book. The basics of my Shootbone offence still hold in Madden, well shoot aspects that is. If you have a PS4 I could put the starter shooter and Raid n Shoot cards there as well. As long as there is interest I am all about sharing. I don't have a PS4 and would
definitely download the book as soon as it's up. I was looking to start a franchise in Madden. 04-23-2020, 02:24 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Oct 2018 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by Ligerborn I understand your frustration. I put a starting card on to Madden Focus just search binders for my name. as soon as I can get my post number here I can put links here. I'm also
working on a Raid n Shoot book. The basics of my Shootbone offence still hold in Madden, well shoot aspects that is. If you have a PS4 I could put the starter shooter and Raid n Shoot cards there as well. As long as there is interest I am all about sharing. I would download if you put in the community share sent from MY SM-G975U using Operation Sport mobile app All times are
GMT -4. The time is 9:49. Page 5 04-23-2020, 02:26 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2019 Re: Run and Shoot Guide I can upload the book this evening. My gamer tag is just like here. also here is the madden focus link for a Shoot Starter. I'm working on Raid n Shoot, too, and will post when it's finished. 04-23-2020, 02:33 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Jul 2018 Re: Run and Shoot
Guide Originally Posted by Ligerborn I can upload the book this evening. My gamer tag is just like here. also here is the madden focus link for a Shoot Starter. I'm working on Raid n Shoot, too, and will post when it's finished. Wonderful, thank you! Having trouble routing hot if the room gets shrunk? This was a which was difficult to overcome. I had an Air Raid I was running, but it
took a ton of hot routes and that glitch made it hard. Hard. 05:44 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: Aug 2019 Re: Run and Shoot Guide ok I put my Base Raid n Shoot card on PS4 madden shares. My gamer tag is just like my username here. contains the basic parts I use for my CFMs. Gameplan is basic, 2 plays on the scenario: 1 pass and 1 run / rpo. so I build a new game plan for
each game based on the defensive tendencies of the team I'm facing. I'll work on a more specific draw book with notes posted here on how to create shoot plays. but that'll probably take me a few days to finish. Shooter, I didn't have this problem if my QB has conductor. Honestly you cant really make this HR version shoot well unless you have a QB with conductor and Hot Route
Master, or WR with additional hot route skills. good luck stay safe folks. Ads - Register to remove 04-29-2020, 4:02 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by J.hunt1376 I'm not sure how dead this thread is, but I was wondering how much of the RNS playbook everyone is using. In the philosophical guide, it seems that he remains only
without spread and trips, and then auditions to the other for movements. Is that how everyone else reads it? Yes, J. Hunt. I just updated the terminology in the guide this morning to reflect what June Jones has been calling stuff into the XFL this past winter with Roughnecks (I've done a few tricks in the last year in general). So if RnS Playcall would be Hum to Spread 90 Texas Y-
Curl. That would mean that I would go out in the Pistol Trips Open any game, but usually I would make a game against I like, say Dogs (previously Lightning): Then I would listen to that is not a guy every bottom of the deal, but it depends on the opponent to be honest. If they're mixing in humans and desuizing well, I move more, if they're just spot in decline, I don't move at all. For
Hum and Yoom Moms, I use audible in this way, I try not to move WRs over training on passing plays because sometimes it will glitch out the coverage. This guide is built to exploit the weaknesses of opponents, not the game. However, on Hap and Yap moves (over and back), I'll do that both ways. Audible to travel, then audible to reset playback. 04-29-2020, 04:14 Rookie OVR:
0 Join Date: Apr 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Original Guide Posted by Ligerborn You can create Go, Choice (4 Verticals) and Slide (PA Bubble Y Over) of it using some Hot Routing and motion. Gun Y Slot HB Wk both play, plus a pretty decent run game and RPO game. Gun Spread has less play and rpo, but it gives you the ability to run Switch. for me to run this pretty much you
have to have a QB with conductor and Hot Route Master. or Conductor and #1 WR have one of the Hot Trail skills. Why are you doing it like this? As I would like to be able to make a custom RnS playbook as well, but especially just for a few RPO Read plays (such as the one they have from the gun spread y flex wk) and Jet Sweep Pop Passes for close to the goal line and to
compensate for the moves they make... ... Otherwise... I'd like to be able to fix my own sonors and I wish the gun trips was still 10 personally... But... That's being nitpiky I guess. The Run and Shoot playbook provided has so many unique plays and has only 5 WR empty set in the game, has easier to use 4 wide sets than any custom can offer you... And it has a ton of highly usable
option routes. Like I'd have to check that off the hot routes on Madden 11. But we essentially have SMU 2012 stock playbook. There are some SMU 2013 plays we don't have, would divide (More or less a route variation option of Mills (Dig Post) combo from slots in excursions), Replace (more or less levels with option routes to hitchhike and switch releases), 4 verticals with an ISO
WR on a shot, and 2 back mesh. But as they are not the basis of the playbook. I would like the RnS playbook to have a built in half roll for under center and an angle drop for the gun and gun, but that's not there, so I'm going to do it manually... as well as manually repair the lock ... but these are problems with all formations. I don't see a valid reason for doing business with hot
routes unless you're really really in a various run/RPO game and want to take WRS off the ground for TE. That... Why is that? Originally posted by Ligerborn always up to talk Shoot or Air Raid. I basically do Air Raid 2.0 or SMU with June Jones and Hal Mumme as HC and OC. If you look at their playbook, though, it was mostly run and shoot with some Air Raid ideas and tempo
and practice structure infused into it. June added Mesh and Go Fully became a quick game concept for him around then, but as ... 90% of their concepts were stuff he ran to Hawaii and 75% was the stuff he ran to Atlanta 04-29-2020, 4:16 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Originally Posted by shooter135 Awesome, thank you! I had an Air Raid I was
running, but it took a ton of hot routes and that glitch made it hard. If you build your air raid playbook correctly (mostly Gun Spread Y-Flex, Gun Empty Base, Gun Trey Open, Gun Trips TE-Flex), you shouldn't need to make almost any hot routes, mostly just re routing hot shoot so they get a better version or fixing fades, so they don't run into the stands when you limit 04-29-2020,
4:18 Rookie OVR: 0 Join Date: April 2014 Re: Run and Shoot Guide Sorry for the slow answers, I respond faster on Facebook in the group i run there on Run and Shoot. If you have any questions or want to ding me to come check here for updates, check it out at: All times are GMT -4. The time is now 09:49 PM.
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